Greenline 6 – Grundwortschatz
Topic 1:
A

Growing up

Responsibility only comes with age?

minimum legal age limits
minimum
limit
consent
marriage
parental
election
criminal
spirits (pl.), spirit
compulsory
sex
provided that . . .
to take sb to court
to purchase
to differ, difference, different
to consume
file
fake
ID card
capable of + gerund
irresponsible
responsible
responsibility
alike
to dictate
to happen to be/do
R-rated
parenting
to deny
privilege
to concern, concerning
to ban
violent, violence
liberty
response, to respond

B

Being a teenager

cliché
supportive, to support, support
to arise
amongst
to compliment, compliment
to judge
personality, personal
to generalise, in general
to impress, impression
to comfort, to give comfort
to tease
gay
appearance, to appear, to disappear
confident
timid
to confront, confrontation
conflict
vulnerable
to succeed in + noun or gerund, success
to balance
masculine
to commit suicide
emotional, emotion
dozen
to solve, solution
to deduct
allowance
torch
to pop in/out
supper
to go along
pregnant
due
junior
to figure
to slow (sb) down
plumber
service
period
advanced, in advance
to rub
benefit, for the benefit of, to benefit
to reach
attendance book, to attend
to put sb on
parking lot
needless to say
hood
to wheel, wheel
to consolidate
district
to swing
brake, to brake

aboard
to hiss
aisle
to shield
to flinch
to jam, traffic jam
to shift
notebook
impression
gifted, gift
major
goddess
to fail, failure
pedal
campus
to clear one’s throat
grant
to fund, fund
belt
buckle
weird
flash
loose, to lose, loss
to stir
to jerk sb around
hostage
radiator
galaxy
locker
combination, to combine
curious
bright
to glance at
outline
chin
stubborn
to brake
analysis
main trait
margin
entry
It’s up to you

C

No risk – no fun?

tombstone, tombstoning
to expand, expansion
site
fatality, fatal
injury, injured
obstacle
to lurk
to sweep away
current
shallow
collision
to discharge, charge
severe
to bruise, bruise
lung
split second
cut, to cut
to suppose
to shatter
to paralyse
waist
temporary
various, variety
headline
adventurous, adventure
porch
extreme
to float
oxygen
line
ordered
seagull
dirt, dirty
to assemble, assembly
eagle
to control, control
stomach
to respond
astonishing, amazing
distant
lack of
consciousness, self-conscious, unconscious, subconscious
joy, joyful

D

I’m gonna be like you

Stage
grace, graceful
ideal, idealistic
vomit, to vomit, to throw up
to diet, diet
calorie
loss
to centre around
critic, critical, to criticize
tyranny, tyrant
deceit
eating disorder
support
to monitor
carrot
to pretend, pretender
to admit, admission
beloved
fundamental
weekly, week
to overachieve, achieve
extracurricular
to congratulate
to rebel
metaphor
refusal, refuse
to let go
residential
thought, to think
homesick
desperate, desperation, despair
to relinquish
folly
to cope with
cheek
throat
chest
elbow
stomach
wrist
thumb
knee
calf
ankle
heel
toe
prescription
pill
infection
appointment
headache
sore throat

painful, pain
to take sb’s temperature
swollen

Topic 2:

A

Major minorities

Origins

In the US…
major
minority, minor
descendant, to descend from sb
demand, to demand
labour
trade, to trade
slavery
to be based on, basis, - es
civil rights
racial, race
segregation
discrimination, to discriminate against

In the UK…
lack (of sth), to lack sth
immigration, opp. emigration
to restrict, restriction
control, to control
to limit, a limit
ethnic
Hindu
Muslim
refugee, refuge
asylum seeker
diversity, diverse
prejudice, to be prejudiced against sth/sb
to discriminate against
victim (of)
race, racial

B

Black power

Rosa Parks and today’s white youth
to scan, a scan
icon
to turn out to be
suburban, suburb
courageous, courage, to encourage
specific, to specify
zero
classmate
persistent
to prevail
enthusiastic
household
rerun, to run
temporary
graduation, to graduate from
admission, to admit sb to
hurricane
incomprehensible, to comprehend
headline
peer
chapter
to diminish
to accomplish, accomplishment
bravery, brave
defiance, to defy
eventually
to sanction, a sanction
to acknowledge
to be willing to do sth
comfort, to comfort
to outlaw, an outlaw
integration, to integrate
force, to force sb to do sth
workplace
backyard
smart
divide, to divide, division
to figure out
to reach
tiny
gesture, to gesture
to structure, a structure

Sister Rosa
to deserve
rest, to rest
without fail, to fail sth
jail, infml to jail sb
fine, to fine sb

to obtain
equality, equal
to dedicate
dignity
minister
strike, to strike
to assassinate, assassination
mood

I have a dream
to devote, devotion
memorial, memory
stylistic device

A different way
activist, active, to activate
peaceful,
to adopt
panther
militant, military
to terrorize, terrorist, terror
to justify, justification

I get my culture where I can
lecturer, a lecture
classical
neck
to swear, swearword
sticky, to stick sto
remains, to remain
identical, to identify, identity
to get by
to resign
shade
light
animated
for God’s sake
recordable disc, to record, a record
firm
yard
to press, pressure
sharp
cautious
to draw
confusion, to confuse
light
track
neither…nor

humble
deal, dealer
to swap
rather
to inhibit, inhibition
to educate, education
theatrical
pretty
to bypass
to distract, distraction
artificial
to counter
to blush
accurate, accuracy
previous
thumb
bewildered
to shut up
to release, a release
sidewalk
cab

C

Living together in the UK

Asian voices
district
mosque
significant, to signify
racism , race, racial
to subject sb to sth
outlook
multicultural
to contaminate, contamination
backwards
impressive, to impress
to judge, judgement
financial, finance
let alone
evidence, evident
plain
to rank, rank
to persist, persistent
catering, to cater for sb/sth
abuse, to abuse
extremist, extreme
harmful, harm
compulsory

A family drama
novel
to stretch
guerilla
to turn on sb
they lived happily ever after
council
to abuse, abuse
to insist (on)
junk shop
fingerprint
wallpaper
to stink
toenail
nut
as though
torture, to torture
to chew
sick
to glare at sb
reasonable, reason
to snatch
to shove
out of date
to bother to do sth

to punch, a punch
to make a fuss
not… either
to come up with
to sympathize, sympathy
conflict, to conflict with

Half-caste
overcast
spiteful
key
keen
consequently, consequence
to glow
to cast
satirical, satire
colonial, colony

Multi-ethnic Britain
formula, -ae
Islamic
celebrity, to celebrate, celebration

Topic 3:

Schooldays

A The question of what to wear
appropriate ↔ inappropriate
policy
politics
politician
political system
manner
to distract someone from
to disrupt
to disturb
disturbance
to observe
to resemble
resemblance
pajamas
underwear
to prohibit
prohibition
to differ
extreme
conventional
to permit
permission
to expose
specific

blouse
strap
waist
hole
artwork
offensive
to offend
offence
offender, juvenile offender
neither … nor
either … or
not … either
jewelry
to pierce
to take someone to court
to charge someone with
judge
to sentence someone to
therefore
a ban on
to ban
to discourage ↔ to encourage
authority
discipline
honest ↔ dishonest
legal ↔ illegal
relevant ↔ irrelevant
realistic ↔ unrealistic
responsible ↔ irresponsible
logical ↔illogical
likely ↔ unlikely
visible ↔ invisible
reliable ↔ unreliable
to agree ↔ to disagree

B Teachers and pupils
novel, novelist
barely
to tolerate
patient ↔ impatient
intellectual
critic
criticism
to criticize
critique
fanatic
sin
saint
holy
creature
to delay
universal
master
to hiss
obedient
to obey
chalk
ancestor
descendant
to descend from
to capture
ray
to doze off
sincere ↔ insincere
sincerity
to be in charge of
responsibility
notebook
to fold
elbow
to pretend
response
to respond
to report
to be in command
cafeteria
common sense
infancy
to advocate
to fire
to dismiss
righteous
punctuation
irony
robot
precious
to dump
rubbish
garbage

waste
tissue
desperate ↔ hopeful
despair
to compose
appointment
to appoint
hairdresser
weird
odd
strange
subconsciousness
gasp
emotional
examination
to examine
interference
to interfere
in the first place
establishment
to establish
to yell
filthy
suspicion
to suspect
suspicious
disgusting
disgust
as a matter of fact
to fail to
to fail an exam
to turn up
hush
to descend
capacity
to humiliate
humiliation
unpleasant ↔ pleasant
inevitable
to draw somebody’s attention to
excuse
apology
to apologize
decade
conflict
honesty
to long for
to fade away
to fade
ocean
impression

C Why bother
to bother to do something
to be addicted to
addiction
addict
fame
celebrity
bright
to trace
effort
to skip something
to turn up
agency
meanwhile
a lack of
to lack
attendance
to attend something
to hinder
hindrance
potential
to pick
to cite
citation
to quote
quotation
acceptance
rough
broken home
role model
thumb
oven
delivery
refrigerator
fridge
airplane

D School and how to improve it
to inspire
inspiring
inspiration
headmaster, headmistress
to chill
curious
to stab
tragedy ↔ comedy
measure
on the brink of
to shut something down
to close down a factory
troublesome
bin
underneath
beneath
refugee
crucial
essential
to sweep
determined
determination
glance
at first glance
badge
to swear
to restrain
restraint
incident
technician
flippant
touching
pride
to be proud of
to insist on
to rest
to take a rest
bond
spirit
public school
boarding school
state school
private school

E Education in the US and the UK
undergraduate
degree
fee
tuition
primary school
elementary school
nursery school
kindergarten
secondary school
comprehensive school
curriculum
stage
to assess
assessment
vocational
vocation
postgraduate
PhD
additional
addition
in addition
to add
appearance
to appear ↔ to disappear
hard-working
annoyed
frustrated
Shall I pick you up?
Let’s arrange to meet …
…this suits me
that’s no good
If there’s a problem give me a ring.

Topic 4:

South Africa

A The rainbow nation
to thunder, thunder
ocean
species, pl. species
segregation
economy
abundant
financial
to manufacture
sector
rapid
to expand, expansion
foreign exchange
rather than
ethnic
vast
coastal
sugar cane
poultry
wool
export
diamond
machinery
currency
race, racial
to adopt
colonial past
inland
immigrant
to defeat
policy
descendant
mother tongue
current
election

B Segregation
out of sight
to give sb a lift
to make sth up
affair
shack
prefab
tin
fortune
contract
slum clearance
to load
activist, activism
district
to declare
removal
township
to seek
potential
benefit
laundry
synonym
opposite
context-related
prostitute
authority
approximate
to inhabit
sewerage
to maintain
fare
act
to transform
to permit
therefore
residential
ironical
hut
labour
to assign, assignment
fictional, fictitious
now and again
to swing opinion
explanation
preacher
peaceful
tide
mining industry
critic, criticism, to criticize

C The struggle against apartheid
post
politics, policy, politician, political
ban, to ban
violence, violent
sentence, to sentence sb to sth
life imprisonment
equality
autobiography
measure
complicated
process
compelling, to compel
issue, to issue
civil servant
failure, to fail
trial
jail
fine
annual
to levy
fountain
unemployed
extension, to extend
to attend
to prohibit
effort
to persecute
deprivation, to deprive sb of sth
to govern
democracy, democratic
trade union
release, to release
to draw
banner
oppressor, to oppress
mood, moody
tension, to be tense
to reinforce
ammunition
rifle
at close range
degree
crescendo
to disperse
trail
to choke
to scatter
loose
vehicle
to loot
attempt, to attempt
to come across sb/sth
to bleed

victim
riot, to riot
militant
brutal, brutality
impression, impressive
detention, to detain
award
reconciliation, to reconcile
abuse, to abuse, human rights abuse
amnesty
unprecedented
to heal
wound, wounded
apology, to apologize
grant, to grant
to expose
to commit a crime
trauma, pl. traumata
distance, distant

D Culture and sports
elation, elated
confidence, confident
bunch
wallet
distraction, to distract sb from sth
to beat sb up
to brood over sth
to fend for oneself
reluctant
burglar, burglary
assault, to assault
to abandon
to redeem
tiny
to turn out to be
layer
despair, to despair, desperate
contemporary
artist, artistic

Idioms with common verbs
to come true
to turn sth off
to turn on sb
to get over sth
to give up
to get rid of sth
to take off

E Present-day challenges
self-esteem
to afford
threat, to threaten sb
confrontation, to confront sb
infection
murder, murderous
rape
thief, theft
injury
law, lawyer
punishment, to punish

F Out in the country
limit, to limit
endangered
conservation, conservationist
dilemma
hostile
approach, to approach
ultimately
extinction
opposition, to oppose sth
impoverished
rural
to be based on
scheme
revenue
meanwhile
rejection, to reject
remedy
cooperation, to cooperate
habitat
mammal
site
fatal
nowadays
mishap
security
evident, evidence, evidently

quote, to quote
glee, gleeful
distress
assumption, to assume
to sob
to be ashamed of sth
sacred
to brace oneself for sth
pot-hole
bullet, bullet point
to pierce
to enter
to be of such standing
to swear
appeasement, to appease
to satisfy
to spoil
artificial
beneath
aerial
to soar
remote
property
funeral
elaborate
payment
pregnant
to witness
neither … nor
solemn
breast
harvest
puberty
maturity, mature
support, supportive, to support
to leap
relief, to relieve
to tease
to do harm
flesh
to file
clipping
proof, to prove
negligent, negligence, to neglect

Topic 5:

Living in a modern world

robot
organism (organ)
surgeon
to be based on (basis)
to adopt
human being (humans, humanity)
inaction
harm (harmful)
to conflict
existence
protection
hall of fame
mechanical (mechanic)
repetitive
artificial
intelligence
remote (remote control)
strength
weakness
prejudiced
to resemble (resemblance)
menace
homicide
to approve
to abuse (abuse ≠ misuse)
Czech
labour (labour force)
to navigate
spacecraft
to launch
accidental

ambassador
aboard
to probe (on probation)
creature (creation, creationism, creationist)
stage
span (attention span)
to spare
conscious (self-conscious)
to have in mind
concept
to slap
to flap
altogether
to log in
prejudice
favour
to erase
favour
record

harsh
limit speed
slim
to pretend
appropriate
to bear
to utter (utterance)
award
novel (novelist)

Soviet Union
to portray (portrait)
chin
breast
effort
mansion
dust (dusty)
to enter (entrance, entry)
along with
to tack
to depict
handsome
feature
seldom
preparation
ankle
to rest
landing
to gaze
beneath
iron
surface (superficial)
switch
somewhat
to distinguish (distinction)
to emphasize
overalls
rough
to skim
to hover
instant
thought (thoughtful)
to transmit
simultaneous
moreover
to plug in
wire (wireless)
conceivable (conceive, conception)
at any rate
assumption (to assume)
to reveal
ministry
vast
vague

distaste
to squeeze
to rot
to patch (patchwork, patchwork family)
cardboard
to bomb (bombings)
site
heap
startling (to start)
to glitter
concrete
terrace (terraced houses)
slavery
ignorance
ignorant
satirical (satire)
surveillance
footage
to track sb.
to monitor
guideline
regulation
evidence
evident
reduction
to account for
to capture (caption)
civil liberty
deputy
control
wary
operation
operator
council (counsellor)
to fail to (failure)
security
guard
undesirable
shift
measure
unaccountable
justice
benign
in terms of
privacy
to enable
basis
category
decade
Home Office
essential (essentials, essence)
instant
communication
to come to terms with
track

to indulge in
impact
smart
ability
to diminish
to discriminate (to discriminate against so.)
to determine
consultant
to pay attention to
boundary
to confide in so.
to propel
turnover
interface
pace (pacemaker)
to observe (observation)
network
capital letter
to convey
personality
indifferent (indifference)
portable
tiny
lengthy (length)
abbreviation
to indicate
to offend (offence, offensive, offender)
humble

to spray
to contribute (contribution)
power station
to migrate (migration)
to illuminate
collision
to collide
to eliminate
fragile (≠ frail)
in vain
lab
desperate (desperation, despair)
innocence (innocent)
passion (passionate)
fury (furious)
thunder
desire
tide

Skills
A Text skills
Listening
key words, key
context
gist, to get the gist
to repeat, repetition
to explain, explanation
body language
to take notes
intonation
regional
pronunciation, to pronounce

Reading techniques
skimming
scanning
details

Text analysis
additional
fictional, non-fictional
background information
precisely, precise
contrast, in contrast to
quotations
interpretation
reason

Literary genres
non-fictional
newspaper article
informative text
essay
review
biography
instructions
legal document
purpose, to do something on purpose
style
argumentative, argument, to argue
genre
novel
short story
fable
fairy tale

poem, poetry
play
typical features
setting
characters

Narrative point of view
third-person omniscient narrator
third-person limited narrator
first-person narrator

Narrative techniques
author
narrator
reader
character
to identify, identity
irony
description, to describe, descriptive
dialogue
direct speech, indirect speech
flashback
foreshadowing
exposition
main part
conclusion
plot
frame story

B Word Skills
word family
mind map
word building
compounds
dictionary, monolingual dictionary, bilingual dictionary
heading
to occur, occurrence
idiom, idiomatic

C Writing Skills
argumentative essay
introduction
main body
conclusion
positive points
negative points
pros, cons, pro, con
to weigh the pros and cons

D Speaking skills
conversation
message
polite phrases
short answers
modals
concessions
feedback phrases
question tags
discussions, to discuss
debate, to debate
presentation, to give a presentation
project work

E Special Skills
video clips
commercials
first impression
evaluation
analysis, to analyse
cartoon
aim, to achieve an aim
physical maps
thematic maps
diagrams
pie chart
line diagram
flow chart
bar chart
paraphrase
to summarise, summary
editing, to edit
to make a survey
questionnaire
result
to search for, to do research
directory
search engine
bookmark
to save paper
findings

